
Homework 3∗

CS 733, Semester I, 2012-2013

Friday September 28, 2012

Follow the instructions on the WEB page regarding setting up MATLAB and how to
hand in homeworks carried out using MATLAB. Ensure that you copy the relevant files over
to your machine if you are not doing assignments on the CS machines. They have changed!

This assignment deals with elbow room and dense LU factorizations.

1. Using MATLAB, write a routine to solve the following problem

A := A + B.

The script file hwk3.m shows how the matrices A and B are set up and stored. In fact,
A is provided to you in column compressed format rowindA,colstA,valA, and B is
given as a collection of i,j,val triplets (each triplet is a row of Bdata).

The assignment comes in two parts.

(a) Take the column compressed format for A and generate a new storage scheme
rowind,colst,collen,val,lastcol that has “elbowRoom” for each column of
A and some extra space at the end. You do not have to store columns in order;
lastcol is an integer that signifies the last column that you store. colst,collen
are as described in lectures. rowind(colst(j)+collen(j)) should store the
amount of elbowRoom column j has (as a negative number). Test this out on
examples 1, 2 and 3, using hwk3. You should just need update the file addelbow.m
to do this.

(b) Write a routine that adds together the matrix A (stored as in part a) to the matrix
B. You should do this one column at a time. The key things to think about are:

i. A vector WORK is provided; you may use scatter/gather if you wish.

ii. Does A already have an element corresponding to the one from B that you
want to add in. (This should be easy, unless you get exact cancellation, in
which case you need to delete an entry from A).

iii. If not, is there enough elbow room in the A column to accomodate the new
entry? If so, just put the new element in and update the “elbow room” left
in that column.

∗Homework due in class one week after assigned. No late homework accepted.
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iv. The tricky part is what happens if you run out of elbow room? In this case,
the column should be moved after the last column as discussed in lectures,
and the space left should be marked as free. A good way to do the latter is
just to make the first element of the old column equal to the negative of the
old column length. Of course, you need to update lastcol, etc.

2. Compute the inverse of 
1 0 0 0
2 1 0 0
3 0 1 0
4 0 0 1

 .

3. Find the product 
1 0 0 0
2 1 0 0
3 0 1 0
4 0 0 1




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 5 1 0
0 6 0 1


Note that the matrices in these questions are so called lower triangular “elementary
matrices” or Gaussian transforms. Elementary matrices differ from the identity only
in one column.

4. Show that the product of lower triangular matrices is lower triangular, and use this
to prove that a unit lower triangular matrix has a unit lower triangular inverse. The
above two questions might be useful in devising your proof.

5. Prove that if LU factorization fails, then there exists some u 6= 0 such that Au = 0,
that is ker A 6= {0}. Is it true that A nonsingular (ie. A−1 exists) is equivalent to
ker A = {0}. Prove or exhibit a counter example.

6. Copy and read the file “ldu.m” from “ cs733-1/public” to your MATLAB directory.
“ldu.m” is just an implementation of the LU routine described in lectures, with p being
stored using the positional permutation π. Update the file “ldu.m” to calculate the
factorization L, D, U where PA = LDU . Store the result back into A and p.

For this assignment (for example) you should hand in your results produced as follows:

sol10> matlab

>> diary hwk3.lst

>> type addelbow.m

>> type matadd.m

>> type ldu.m

>> hwk3

>> diary off

>> quit

sol10> print -2up hwk3.lst
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